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Box 1.7 Securitization and 
leverage 

• 	 Behind the sophisticated 
argument of structured 
finance, there is a greater 
urge of raising higher 
leverage. 

• 	 Traditional corporate 
finance is concerned with 
entity-wide risks and 
therefore puts limits on 
the extent of leverage. 

• 	 Securitization structures 
take a more portfolio
specific view of the risks, 
and permit higher leverage 
by requiring lower credit 
enhancements. 

• 	 The result is that entities 
may build bigger asset 
bases with a meager 
amount of capital. 

• 	 Because of the isolated pool and the insulation this provides against general 
entity-wide risks, the inherent leverage of a securitization transaction - the 
extent of funding built upon economic equity of the transaction is much higher. 

• 	 The higher the leverage, the lower the weighted-average cost. 

Capturing scale and volume efficiencies 

In a capital structure framework, higher returns on equity by taking higher 
leverage as well as higher risk, - is really no efficiency. Therefore, we seem to 
be back at where we started - a zero sum game. However, there is also poten
tial for more efficient operations - the larger the scale of operations, which can 
be particularly significant in retail lending. Certainly, entities active in securi
tization have grown quickly and have attained a size by which they have 
economies of scale and scope. 

Risks inherent in securitization 

The Bank for International Settlements in a 1992 publication titled Asset 
Transfers and Securitization had the following to say: 

If we believe that equity is a costlier funding source 
than external funding, the higher leverage require:
ments imposed by traditional lending or regulatory 
capital requirements impose higher-weighted average 
funding costs on the firm. Securitization allows the 
firm to leverage itself more, and therefore attain a 
lower funding cost or attain correspondingly higher 
returns on equity. However, it is necessary to under
stand that such higher returns do not arise from more 
efficient operations but from higher leverage. 

Securitization results in lower-weighted average 
costs for the following reasons: 

• 	 Rating arbitrage: Securitization allows entity ratings 
to remain unaffected and the transaction to ratings 
solely on the strength of its assets and the inherent 
credit enhancements. The best example of this was in 
May 2005, when the U.S. auto giants General Motors 
and Ford were downgraded, but that did not reduce 
their securitization volume; in fact, the volumes 
increased and the securities received a AAA rating. 
In fact, the existing securities from some existing 
transactions were upgraded to AAA level, essentially 
because of an increase in credit support levels. 

• 	 The rating arbitrage is understandable due to isolation 
of assets from the originator, bankruptcy risk and 
underlying credit support in the transaction. 
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between countries because of differences in the structure of financial sys- 7 , 
terns or because of differences in the way in which monetary policy is exe
cuted. In addition, the effects will vary depending upon the stage of 
development of securitization in a particular country. The net effect may 
be potentially beneficial or harmful, but a number of concerns are high
lighted below that may in certain circumstances more than offset the ben
efits. Several of these concerns are not principally supervisory in nature, 
but they are referred to here because they may influence monetary 
authorities' policy on the development of securitization markets. 

While asset transfers and securitization can improve the efficiency of the 
financial system and increase credit availability by offering borrowers direct 
access to end-investors, the process may on the other hand lead to some {~/YIj-vr,l.$ 
dimirtution in the importance of banks in the financial intermediation "/;;fJr All" 
Rrocess. In the sense that securitization could reduce the ro ortion of finan- /,'/'}I/I/v .f.::. 4f 
cial assets and liabilities held b banks this could render more difficult the ~t111zh L#~/ 
execution of monetary policX] in coimtries where central banks operate flW:U-/V~/~P//4 1 
through variable minimum reserve requirements. A decline in the impor- / / 
tance of banks could also' weaken the relationship 

between lenders and borrowers, particularly in coun- Box 1.8 Securitization and 
tries where banks are predominant in the economy. sub-prime lending 

One of the benefits of securitization, namely the 
transformation of illiquid loans into liguid securities, • One common fear about 
may lead to an increase in the volatility of asset securitization is that 

it may, or it does values, although credit enhancements could lessen 
encourage sub-prime this effect. Moreover, the volatility could be enhanced 
(junk) lending. by events extraneous to variations in the credit stand

ing of the borrower. A preponderance of assets with 
readily ascertainable market values could even, in cer
tain circumstances, promote liquidation as opposed to 
going-concern concept for valuing banks. 

Moreover, the securitization process might lead to 
some pressure on the profitability of banks if non
bank financial institutions exempt from 
requirements were to gain a competitive advantage 
in investment in securitized assets. 

Although securitization can have the advantage of 
enabling lending to take place beyond the constraints 
of the capital base of the banking system, the process 
could lead to a decline in the total ca ital 

e financial s stem as a 
a n and internationall . With a substantial cap

ital base, credit losses can be absorbed by the banking 
system. But the smaller that capital base is, the more 
the losses must be shared by others. This concern 

ap:;:;;~,~ess;~mall counrries, but especially 
r ~'n~ 

• 	 Banks generate credits 
that they would not 
tolerate on their balance 
sheets and parcel them off 
into securitization vehicles. 

• 	 Several securitization 
capital conduits are administered 

by investment bankers 
rather than by the 
hardened, older bankers of 
yesteryear. 

• 	 And the ultimate investors 
who put money into these e financial 
conduits are unduly 
impressed by the sophistry 
of the transaction 
structure, with elaborate 
credit enhancements and 
rating rationale. 
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in those countries where banks have traditionally been the dominant finan
cial intermediaries. 

The above highlights the risks inherent in securitization. BIS has expressed 
concern about the relatively smaller capital base of the banking system sup
porting a much larger asset size. From a macro-economic perspective, this is 
.not the only concern, as several other concerns are engaging the attention of 
banking regulators and academicians worldwide. 

Abdication of credit - sub-prime lending created and sold 

One of the oft-repeated concerns is that securitization has motivated banks 
and non-banks to create bad credits. The rationale is simple: Securitization 
.motivates banks to create loans that they would hate to hold on their balance 
~ Given their ability to push junk assets into the capital market with a 

ven.~amount 0 t (a lar r 'ch is nothing but the 
anks' profit' creating the credit, calle excess spread banks are generally 

e abdicated their prime respon . . . redit. 
That banks are eager to securitize their relatively riskier assets is easily 

established by the extent of sub-prime lending being securitized into manu
factured home loans, sub-prime loans, sub-prime credit card receivables and 
auto loan receivables, home equity loans and others. "Sub-prime lending can 
be a pretty sleazy business. Lenders seek out customers with either spotty 
credit histories or no credit histories at all ~~ically low-income peopl~' and 

\!.Yl' ~ 
often charge exorbitant interest rates and fees to compensate for the risk of 
default. It's not a new idea, as finance companies were built on sub-prime 
lpans made during the Depression, although nobody used the term then. But 
once credit cards became a ubiquitous part of American life, and companies 
improved in use of demographics to target potential borrowers, the business 
really beg . "19 And the fact is that most of the sub-prime lending 
portfolios finally found their wa . 0 the securitization markets. 

B e ators h~rielJeeiT aware f this risk for uite sometime' in a 
97-21 SUP--u} 11 1997 the U. . De artment of Bankin Su ervision 

JdoU~'-"''''''''''''''4I!~ cautioned: "The h' ened need for management attention to 
these risks is un erscore y reports from examiners, senior lending officer 
surveys, and discussions with trade and adviSOry groups that have indicated 
that competitive conditions over the past few years have encouraged an easing 
of credit terms and conditions in both conunercial and consumer lending." 

Yet another ac:;t~ . , . oint: The case of Superior Bank, which failed 
a as closed in July 2001 (se below). . 

A Busine-ss Week article20 . ed The Breakdown in Banking says securitization 
is a ss today, a large part of which are the loans, credit card 
debt, sub-prime debt and mortgageloans written by banks that are converted 
into securities and sold off in the capital ma£!5et. The spin-off of this process 
is that banks do not absorb the risks of the credits they create. The authors of 
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,/ It-· t:--:n ,...1
the article say: "By s~lling off their loans, banks were able to lend to yet more e-' !t/?iit?" 
borrowers because{1hey could reuse their capital over and ove!JBut it also (M/I'1./~.... .~("vft10 
meant that they made lending decisions based on what the market wanted . · I/~/0 1hI.(lII.{I.~~iJ~ 
rather than on their own credit judgements. TheG'holesale offloading of ris~ /k. ' 1\ 
@ade b' t m les of a buffer and more of a hi hl streamlinea:'(lJfnIrJil/';{7;j) 
transmitter of the whims.of the ~arket." . 1;~//l-7 51 tf/1 

"Besides. re-~se of capIt~l which creates exceSSIve lev~rage on t~e ~hole, Id A 1~0hJy 
there is an Inevitabl~ questIon of moral ~azard - the creation o.f ~redit WIthout hf1 ,i 
enough at stake. This leads to a temptation for banks to scrutInlZe borrowers ifTtl/1YJ ~:r".fIlL 
less carefully than when th . money was at stake. The banks abdicated ~V161» f fk . 
credit judgement e people to whom they sold the paper had no credit ~(Yl:' p "

judgement," say artin Ma guest scholar at the Brookings Institution w;k.+ , 
and author of T i 

The threat of unhealthy b g assets being pushed into securitization 4J 
markets became more worrying' 2004 and 2005 as U.S. banks more aggres- N-rj: r~+ 
sively and increasingly wrote poo quality mortgage loans with features such --;+: f)(ft,/lttiM'"J 
as optional adjustability, negativ amortization and interest-only payment. J II 
Banks were pushing more of thes loans into the securitizati09, ~arket./cj') t 'f" r / 
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Trading on thin capital 


We have noted earlier that securitization creates for banks an ability to lever
age their existing capital and resources to create more assets. This leads 
to excessive leverage. Excessiv v be compared to a multi-storey 
civic structure. If you inten to construc e 90-storey Petronas Tower, you 
obviously need e t . n . The risk capital of a bank is its foun
dation, its bas . In physics cone resting on its vertex is an unstable equilib
rium; for an o ' t t _ on ground, its center of gravity must be 
closest to the ba . The same rule a ies to business entities: [here is an ' 
imaginary center avi in erprise based on its size and this center 
must lie somewhere close to the base, which is the equity capital of the enter
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Off-balance sheet assets of leading banks c e into sharp focus after the 
Enron debacle, which was mainly related to of - ce sheet risks. During 
these discussions, S andard and Poor's ubI" - a a aDou f-balance sheet 

securitizers in the U. see Table 1.3). ere were some 
banks whose off-balance sheet assets ex ede ose on the balance sheet, 
bringirtg home the point that the retaine risks in these transactions might put 
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Table 1.3 Off-balance sheet assets of certain U.s. banks 

)s- no better VI 

Company Total securitized incl. CP (US$) Assets (%) tool - the balar 

Citigroup Inc. 
ABN-Amro Bank N.V. 
J.r. Morgan Chase & Co. 

Bank One Corp. 

MBNACorp. 

Bank of America Corp. 

Wachovia Corp. 

Countrywide Credit Industries Inc. 

Deutsche Bank AG 

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter & Co. 

Abbey National PLC 

Credit Suisse Group 

Royal Bank of Scotland Group PLC 

FleetBoston Financial Corp. 

U.S. Bancorp 

Westdeutsche Landesbank Girozentrale 

Rabobank Nederland 

Wells Fargo & Co. 

Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce 

Bayerische Hypo- und Vereinsbank AG 

Bank of Montreal 

Toronto-Dominion Bank 

Bank of Nova Scotia 

AmSouth Bancorp 

KeyCorp 

GreenPoint Financial Corp. 

Royal Bank of Canada 

Zions Bancorp. 

SunTrust Banks Inc. 

Mellon Financial Corp. 

HSBC Holdings PLC 


129,452 
92,304 
80,652 
78,998 
73,534 
43,066 
39,757 
36,032 
33,041 
30,650 
29,255 
29,097 
23,929 
19,976 
18,622 
17,984 
17,679 
17,050 
15,913 
14,771 
14,002 
13,007 
11,789 
9,196 
8,052 
7,223 
6,804 
6,762 
6,467 
6,216 
5,071 

12.1 
17.8 
10.1 
29.2 

170.6 
6.7 

12.2 
100.6 

6.4 
6.4 
9.6 
4.8 
4.5 
9.9 

ILl 
4.6 
5.6 
5.7 
8.4 
2.3 
9.0 
6.4 
6.2 

24.0 
9.6 

36.1 
2.9 

27.9 
6.3 

13.0 
1.8 
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Not only did thinto potential misapplication of the concept of SPVs. There is even an attempt 
tinued to book pr.to re-define qualifying SPEs for U.S. Accounting Standards whereby the QSPE 
required under U.status will be denied to several SPES.22 
sub prime borroy 
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Increases opaqueness of banks were higher than r 
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situation where the assets disappear from the books and the risks stay. There loans were then pc 
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is no better way of measuring risk than the accountant's rudimentary 

tool - the balance sheet. Securitization demolishes the accountant's balance 

sheet as a risk-measuring device and stretches out to off-balance sheet assets. 

The predicament is that a bank may carry inordinate risks not reflected on the 

face of its balance sheet. ~ llI...m6e-r.s ~~nlhltthJ ~ /'It/t-//k~q 


These retained risks are reflected in the valuaflon of retained or residual 
interests in securitization. Simply, as banks retain risks post-securitization, 
they also retain rewards, that is, the residual cash flow after paying off exter
nal investors. As this is residual or subordinated, the risk referred to earlier 
should actually hive off from the residual value. There have been at least1 j mM11 
three cases of bank failures in the U.S. because of improper valuation of the /1r'~,J/P'"
resid~als, or bh.~tly, im~roper appreciation of the risk o.n. secu~itized assets: fry 1-41/ ~ 
SuperIor Bank, F!rst National Bank of Keystone, and PacIfIc Thrift and Loan. 

Securitization makes a bank more opaque to a regulator. "Major banks have 

increased their opacity to regulators and the securities markets by (i) increas

ing their lending exposures to below-inveshnent-grade companies and sub 

prime consumers, (ii) securitizing their assets, and (iii) expanding their dealing 

and trading activities in securities and OTe derivatives."23 


The case of Superior Bank24 

The case of Superior Bank easily highlights the risk inherent in securitization. 

The bank was virtually romancing with sub-prime lending behind the securi

tization facade. In 1993, it began to originate and securitize sub-prime home 

mortgages in large volumes and later, finding that there were investors who 

buy up what the bank itself hated to keep on its balance sheet, it expanded its
'".. 
activities to include sub-prime automobile loans as well. As usual, the bank 

was supporting its securitization business with residual interests and over

collateralization. Superior's residual interests represented approximately 

100% of Tier-l capital on June 30, 1995. By June 30, 2000, residual interest 

represented 348% of Tier-l capital, which meant that the risk on the asset side 

was 3 \ times the risk on the liability side. After all, we have discussed earlier 

in this chapter, the first loss risk retained by the orig9r securitization 

transaction is comparable to equity in a corporation. Tier 1 c pital is the first 

loss support to the bank, the equity holders in Superio agreed to absorb 

first loss risk of $1, and correspondingly, the bank went out in the market to 

bear first loss risk to the extent of $3.48. To a layman, it would mean having 
I
$1 in my pocket and going to the casino and putting down a bet of $3.48. 
However, the regulators did not see this for quite sometime. 

Not only did the bank's financials hide the risk, on the contrary, they con

tinued to book profits on the sale of sub-prime loans, which is allowed and 

required under U.S. Accounting Standards. "Superior's practice of targeting 

Sub prime borrowers increased its risk. By targeting borrowers with low 

credit quality, Superior was able to originate loans with interest rates that 

Were higher than market averages. The high interest rates reflected, at least in 

part, the relatively high credit risk associated with these loans. When these 

loans were then pooled and securitized, their high interest rates relative to the 
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jnterest rates paid on the resulting securities, together with the high valuation 
,,~~~ the retained interest, enabled Superior to record gains on the securitization 

transactions that drove its apparently high earnings and high capital. A sig
nificant amount of Superior's revenue was from the sale of loans in these 
transactions, yet more cash was going out rather than coming in from these 
activities."25 

The bubble burst when regulators required the bank to revalue its residual 
interests when the bank became undercapitalized and was ordered to be 
closed.26 

Monetary policy sterilized 

There is a contention that securitization reduces the efficac of monetary 
.policilas banks derive more of their fundmg from capital markets, and like
wise, as disintermediation results in more direct fundin~ by capital markets 
rather than through banks. If monetary policy is concerned with changing the 
market conditions for banks with a certain objective, securitization provides 
banks with an added flexibility of seeking a capital market access. 

In sum, securitization is an interesting financial instrument and is today an 
indelible global phenomenon. However, there is no doubt this development 
has posed new challenges for all concerned - investors, regulators and banks. 
Years ago, in an article titled On the Frontiers of Creative Finance: How Wall 
Street Can Securitise Anything28 Kim Clark noted: "Investors do need to 
beware, of course. Financial markets are notorious for pushing investment 
ideas into the absurd. Some of these exotic securities will undoubtedly 
collapse, which will undoubtedly cause a backlash." 

Notes 

, l.lII~ ~~ CD The joint-stock form of ownership seems to have originated in the 12th Century in 
~:v·~ .,0'(\ ~ Italy; There is evidence that construction and operation of ships were funded by 

., t Vt;" jointly contributed capital or stock. However, the idea of a tradable instrument
t'<'\ ~ \~ .\t· such as a share of a fixed denomination seems to have become popular much 

y 4~ 'f' ~ later - around the 16th Century. The Joint East India Company in 1602 was funded 
~ ~~~' ~\; ,v\. by thousands of shareholders, contributing a total of 6.5 million florins. 
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® Conceptually, an equity share is an obligation to distribute while debt is an oblig- / 
ation to pay. The Simplest form of securitized instruments, pass-through certificates, 
also imply an obligation to distribute and hence are closer to equity than debt. 

@	See, for example, the OECD publication titled Trends and Developments in 
Securitization, Financial Market Trends, No. 74, October 1999: "Initially, the term 
was applied to the process of disintermediation, or the substitution of security 
issues for bank lending. More recently, the term has been used to refer to so-called 
"structured finance"". 

4 Quoted in Kendall, Leon T and Michael J Fishman (ed): A Primer on Securitization 
1996. 


5 See section title Alchemy of Securitization 

6 Covered bonds are generally used in some European countries and have arguably 


served as an effective alternative to isolation-type securitization devices. This is 

discussed in a later chapter. 


7 OECD publication titled Trends and Developments in Securitisation, Financial 

Market Trends, No. 74, October 1999 


8 What Is Securitization? Commentary dated November 28, 2000 

9 See details in Chapter 2. 


@) See in Chapter 19 for details. See also Chapter 23 on Legal Issues in Future flows. 

11 As percentage to GOP end-year data. 

12 Domestic credit to the private sector. 

13 Liabilities to BIS reporting banks 

14 Domestic and international securities on issue 

@) For more on the impact of securitization on economic capital, see Chapter 21 on 

Regulatory Capital 
16 See for details at http://credit-deriv.com/crebook.htm 
17 "The Continued Strength of the U.S. Banking System" by Alan Greenspan was 

delivered at the American Bankers Association conference in Phoenix, October 7, 
2002. Greenspan has praised COOs, mortgage-backed securities and other instru
ments for risk dispersion. 

®. Third edition, 2002, Appendix A 
19 Suzanne Koudsi, Sleazy Credit: Fortune; March 4, 2002. 
20 Internet edition October 7, 2002 
21 	 Here is an example of a public outcry against off-balance sheet funding from 

Business Week January 28, 2002: "When energy trader Enron Corp. admitted to 
hiding billions of dollars of liabilities in mysterious off-book entities, it trotted 
out the lame excuse of scoundrels: Everyone does it. And this time, it was the 
gospel truth ... Hundreds of respected U.s. companies are ferreting away tril
lions of dollars in debt in off-balance-sheet subsidiaries, partnerships; and 
assorted obligations, including leases, pension plans, and take-or-pay contracts 
with suppliers. Potentially bankrupting contracts are mentioned vaguely in foot
notes to company accounts, at best. The goal is to skirt the rules of consolidation, 
the bedrock of the American financial reporting system and the source of much 
its credibility." 
See Chapter 27 on Accounting Issues 
Controlling SystemiC Risk in an Era of Financial Consolidation, July 2002 paper by 
Prof. Arthur E. Wilmarth, Jr. 
There are more cases from the securitization "hall of shame" at http://vinod
kothari.com/ sadepisodes.htm 
AnalYSis of the Failure of Superior Bank: Statement of Thomas J.McCool, 
Managing Director, Financial Markets and Community Investment before the 
COmmittee on Banking, HOUSing, and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate, Feb 7 2002 

22 
23 

24 

25 

http:kothari.com
http://vinod
http://credit-deriv.com/crebook.htm
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26 	 See also a detailed investigation report of the Inspector General, FDIC: Issues 
Relating to the Failure ofSuperior Bank February 6, 2002, at http://www.fdicig.gov/ 
reports02/02-005.pdf, last visited Dec 18, 2005

@ Financial Services Authority, UK issued a discussion paper in May 2002 on cross 
sector risk transfers. Insurance regulators - Joint Forum of International 
Association of Insurance Supervisors - also published a paper titled Risk 
Management Practices and Regulatory Capital: Cross-Sectoral Comparison (Nov 2001). 
The Financial Stability Forum has also included cross-sectoral risk transfer as an 
area for further study. These issues are discussed at length in Vinod Kothari's 
Credit Derivatives and Synthetic Securitisation. 


28 Fortune, April 28, 1997. 
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Terminology 


A 

A Notes - Class A of notes, that is, senior notes. Notes or securities which are 
senior to the other classes, such as Class B, and so on. 

ABCP - See Asset-backed Commercial Paper 
ABS - See Asset-backed Securities. 
Acceleration - Generally refers to the underlying covenant in reinstating 

assets securitization and future flows securitization that the repayment of 
principal to the investors in a transaction will be accelerated upon the hap
pening of certain events, normally events such as a fall in the degree of 
over-collateralization and under-performance events. Acceleration can also 
be used to indicate a stricter action where the entire amount invested by 
investors becomes immediately due. 

Actionable Claims - A legal word for receivables, right to claim. 
Adjustable Rate Mortgages - Is a mortgage loan which has a coupon or inter

est rate that is subject to change on predetermined reset dates, on the basis 
of variations in a reference rate. These loans use interest rate indices as the 
reference rate. Adjustable rate loans may have cap and floor features. 

Administrator - Loosely refers to the entity doing servicing functions in a 
securitization; in case of a conduit program, might refer to the party doing 
administrative functions such as maintaining the bark accounts into which 
payments received from securitized assets are deposited, making payments 
to the investors using this cash flow, and monitoring the performance of the 
securitized assets. 

Advance Rate - The extent to which an advance, that is, a loan was given 
against the value of an asset. Similar to LTV Ratio. 

Adverse Selection - The possibility that due to information symmetry, an 
Originator will transfer low quality assets to a securitization pool, or that 
better quality assets are likely to prepay over time, leaving pool quality 
assets in the pool. 

39 
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Agency - Refers to the U.S. government agencies for promoting mortgage 
secondary markets. In market language, it may also refer to a security 
issued by these organisations. These organisations include: the Federal 
Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (FHLMC or Freddie Mac), the Federal 
National Mortgage Association (FNMA or Fannie Mae), the Government 
National Mortgage Association (GNMA or Ginnie Mae). 

Agency Securities - In the U.S. parlance, refers to the mortgage-backed secu
rities issued by agencies. Compare with Private Label Securities. 

All-in Cost - All-inclusive cost of a securitization, after taking into account 
the upfront cost. 

Amortization - Repayment of principal on an investment inherent in regular 
periodic payments. Amortization is often classified as scheduled amortiza
tion and prepayment, with the former meaning the amortization if the 
payments were to be made as per schedule of payments fixed under each of 
the original loan transactions. 

Amortization Period - In the context of reinstating transactions, the period 
after the reinstatement period, during which the cash flows arising out of 
amortization of assets will be used to amortize the securities. 

Arbitrage Transactions - Transactions of securitization where assets are 
acquired from various originators, or from the market, and are securitized 
with the motive of making an arbitrage profit being the difference between 
the weighted average return of the assets and the weighted average coupon 
on the liabilities. 

Arbitrage COO - A COO for the purpose of arbitraging. Compare with 
Balance Sheet COO. 

Asset-backed Commercial Paper - Where assets, usually short-term receiv
ables such as trade receivables, are pooled into a vehicle that issues 
commercial paper typically of 90 days to 180 days maturity, such commer
cial paper, in tune with asset-backed securities is called asset-backed com
mercial paper. The vehicle may be a conduit for a single-seller, or various 
sellers of receivables, in which case it is called multi-seller ABCP conduit. 

Asset-backed Securities (ABS) - Generically, any security backed by assets 
rather than a general obligation of someone to pay. Securitized instruments 
are asset-backed securities. In U.S. market parlance, MBS and ABS are dis
tinctively used with ABS referring to securities backed by non-mortgage 
receivables. 

Assignment - In relation to receivables, it means the legal action of transfer of 
receivables from one person to another. In relation to a mortgage, it would 
mean the transfer of a mortgage by the mortgagee (borrower and occupier) 
to another person. 

Attachment Point - A term commonly used in case of synthetic COOs, it 
means the level at which losses in a pool will attach to the particular class 
of securities. Contrast with Detachment Point. 

Average Maturity - See Weighted-Average Maturity. 
Average Life - The duration of a securitization investment, that is, weighted

average time outstanding for the principal invested. 
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B Notes - Compare with A notes. 
Backstop Facility - A stand-by facility, that is, a liquidity arrangement 

whereby another party agrees to make a payment should the primary party 
not be able to do so, essentially for providing liquidity. 

Back-up Servicer - In securitization transactions, it is customary for the orig
inator to continue to service the original transaction with the obligor. 
However, the Spy/ trustees are empowered, in certain predefined events, 
to remove the originator as servicer and bring in a back up servicer, that is, 
an entity other than the originator. 

Balance Sheet COO - A CDO that intends to transfer assets off the balance 
sheet of an originator, that is, from a single party, as opposed to an arbi
trage COO_ The purpose of the CDO is to reduce the size of the balance 
sheet of the originator. 

Balance Sheet Securitization - Similar to a Balance Sheet COO, a securitiza
tion transaction aimed at transferring assets from the balance sheet of an 
originator. 

Bankruptcy Remote Entity - An entity which is not engaged in any substan
tive business activity, does not have employees or recurring expenses, 
cannot issue liabilities. In other words, it cannot, in usual course, rurl into a 
situation where its liabilities exceed its assets. Besides, it is so owned or 
managed that it does not have any clear identifiable owner or holding com
pany with which it can get into a substantive consolidation. If chances of 
bankruptcy or consolidation with a bankrupt, of an entity have been made 
remote, the entity is a bankruptcy remote entity. See also Non-Petition. 

Basle II - Refers to the new capital standard of the Bank for International 
Settlements whereby the 1988 capital requirements for banks are to be 
replaced by new requirements more closely aligned with economic risk of 
an asset. 

Balloon Loan - Leases or loans where a substantial payment is to be made on 
maturity. Commercial mortgage loans typically contain a balloon repayment. 

Beneficial Interest - Contrasted with legal interest, means the right to stand 
to benefit, short of legal title. In a securitization deal, the receivables/ cash 
flows or security interest thereon are legally held by the Spy or trust, for 
the benefit of the investors; hence, the investors are beneficiaries and their 
interest is beneficial interest. 

BIS - Bank for International Settlements . 
Billet de Tresorie - Literally meaning treasury bills, or commercial paper in 

the French market. 
Black Box - A securitization issue where no or scanty details are known about 

the obligors forming part of the collateral, except the selection criteria. 
Normally this is the case for many CDOs where disclosures are not made 
about the constitution of a portfolio for bank secrecy reasons. 

BUllet - Is a type 9f credit security that repays the entire principal on the 
maturity date. Prior to the maturity or prepayment of the bond, interest 
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payments are to be made in accordance with the payment schedule. See also 
Hard Bullet, Soft Bullet. 

Burnout - Mortgage market phenomenon representing the tendency of mortgage 
pools to become less sensitive to interest rates as they tend to maturity. The 
older the pool, the more burnt out is the sensitivity to interest rate changes. 

Buy-back Option - See Call Option. 

c 
Call Option - Generically, an option to buy or buy-back an asset. In context 

of securitization, can refer to (a) issuer's right to call back the securities and 
redeem them; or (b) originator's right to buy back assets transferred for 
securitization. An originator's call option may be fatal to the true sale char
acter of the transaction. 

Callable - A callable loan or a callable security is one which carries a call 
option, that is, one which can be prepaid wholly or partly before its sched
uled maturity. 

Callability Risk - In context of asset-backed securities, the risk of prepayment 
of the securities due to prepayment risk. 

Capital Adequacy - In case of banks or financial institutions, the minimum 
amount of capital required as per bank regulations. The capital is generally 
computed based on risk-weighted value of assets. 

Capital Relief - In context of banks of financial intermediaries, the amount by 
which the minimum capital required for capital adequacy is reduced, e.g., 
when assets are securitized. 

Cash Collateral - In a securitization transaction, the amount of cash deposit 
put by the originator to serve as a cushion for the investors; a device of 
credit enhancement. Generally, the collateral is retained out of the amount 
payable by the Spy for purchase of the receivables of the originator. 

Cash Flow Waterfall - See Waterfall. 
Cat Bonds - See Catastrophe Bonds. 
Catastrophe Bonds - A bond whereby the risk of losses faced by an insurer 

(or several insurers) on account of certain catastrophe insurance policies, or 
the risk as indicated by an industry index of such losses, is transferred to 
investors by a provision that entitles the issuer to set-off such loss against 
the interest, or principal, or both payable to the investors in such bonds. 

CBO - See Collateralized Bond Obligations. 
COO - See Collateralized Debt Obligations. 
CFO - See Collateralized Fund Obligations. 
Cherry Picking - Picking up, as cherries are picked, selected quality assets for 

the purpose of securitization and leaving behind low grade assets. Cherry 
picking of assets for securitization is frowned upon by creditors of the orig
inator as also the shareholders. In some countries, cherry picking for secu
ritization is prohibited by regulation. 

Choses in Action - A legal expression for actionable claims or receivables. 
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Clean up Buyback or Call - An option with the originator in securitization 
transactions where the originator can buy back the outstanding securitized 
instruments when the principal outstanding has been substantially amortized, 
leaving a small uneconomic amount to be serviced. Normally, a clean up call 
is exercised when the outstanding principal falls below 10% of the original. 

CLN - see Credit-linked Note. 
CLO - See Collateralized Loan Obligations. 
CMBS - See Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities. 
CMO - See Collateralized Mortgage Obligation. 
Cohort - All the pools from a certain agency, with a specific coupon and issue 

year, form a cohort (e.g. FHLMC Gold 6.5s from 2001) . Cohorts are often 
used for prepayment reporting purposes. 

Collateral - Is the underlying security, mortgage, or asset for the purposes of 
securitization or borrowing and lending activities. In respect of securitiza
tion transactions, it means the urlderlying cash flows. 

Collateral Manager - In certain transactions, particularly in arbitrage trans
actions, the vehicle makes regular purchase and sale of the collateral which 
is managed by the collateral manager. 

Collateralized Bond Obligations - Obligations, usually structured obliga
tions, of an issuer that are collateralized, that is, backed by a portfolio of 
bonds transferred by an originator, or bought from the market, with an 
intent of securitizing the same. 

Collateralized Debt Obligations - A generic name for collateralized bond 
obligations and collateralized loan obligations. 

Collateralized Fund Obligations - Obligations, usually structured obliga
tions, of an issuer that are collateralized, that is, backed by a portfolio of 
hedge fund or equity fund investments, transferred by an originator or 
bought from the market with an intent of securitizing the same. 

Collateralized Loan Obligations - Obligations, usually structured obliga
tions, of an issuer that are collateralized, that is, backed by a portfolio of 
loans transferred by an originator or bought from the market, with an 
intent of securitizing the same. 

Collateralized Mortgage Obligations - Is a securitization payment method 
where the cash inflows of the SPY are divided into several tranches, each 
tranche having different payback period and seniority profile. These 
tranches, which are often deSignated as A to Z pieces or securities, normally 
in the form of bonds. For example, the A bonds might be the senior most in 
terms of security, and is expected to payoff faster than other bonds. The 
different tranches can be structured as per the objectives of the investors as 
to pay back period and the risk inherent. The common CMO structures are: 
Interest Only, Princ;ipal Only, Floater, Inverse Floater, Planned Amortiza
tion Class, Support, Scheduled, Sequential, Targeted Amortization Class, 
and Z or Accrual Bond. 

Co-mingling - Where the originator in a securitization is also the servicer, the 
cash collected by the originator may at times co-mingle, or may deliber
ately be mixed up with that of the originator himself, leading to no clear 
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identification of the cash collected on behalf of the SPV. This is called 
co-mingling. 

Co-mingling Risk - The risk that the cash flows collected by the originator 
gets co-mingled with that of the originator; hence, in bankruptcy, such cash 
would become the part of the bankruptcy estate of the originator and 
would not be available, for lack of traceability, to the SPV, although it 
belongs to the spv. 

Commercial Mortgage-backed Securities (CMBS) - A section of Mortgage
backed Securities, the word is used to distinguish these from Residential 
Mortgage-Backed Securities (RMBS). Commercial mortgages represent 
mortgage loans for commercial properties such as multi-family dwelling, 
shops, restaurants and showrooms. 

Conduit - A securitization vehicle usually operated by third parties as a 
ready-to-use medium for securitization, usually for assets of multiple orig
inators. Commonly used in case of asset-backed commercial paper, CMBS. 

Conforming Loans - In U.S. MBS parlance, means the mortgage loans that 
conform to the criteria set up by the agencies. Usually, non-conforming 
loans are taken into the market through private label transactions. 

Consolidation - (1) (legal sense) The action of a judicial authority in treating 
the subsidiary (for example, SPV) and the holding company (example, the 
originator) as the same entity by applying a legal concept called lifting or 
piercing the corporate veil. If consolidation is ordered by a Court in a secu
ritization transaction, the transfer of assets by the originator to the SPV 
would become unfructuous. 

(2) 	(Accounting sense)The consolidation of the accounts of the subsidiary or 
quasi-subsidiary with those of the holding company. See also Qualifying 
SPV, SIC 12, FIN 46. 

Constant Prepayment Rate (CPR) - A prepayment measure calculated by 
assuming that a constant portion of the outstanding mortgage loans will 
prepay each month. See also PSA Prepayment Speed. 

Controlled Amortization - Transaction structures where the amortization of 
a security will be done not based on the amortization of the underlying col
lateral but based on a certain plan, by diverting cash flows to another class. 

Covered Bonds - see pfandbrief. 
Credit Default Swap - A credit derivative deal whereby on happening of 

certain credit events, mainly indicative of a credit default by a reference 
obligor, a specific obligation of the obligor will be swapped between the 
counterparties against cash, or a compensatory payment will be made by 
one party to the other. 

Credit Enhancement - Refers to one or more initiatives taken by the originator 
in a securitization structure to enhance the security, credit or the rating of the 
securitized instrwnent, e.g., by providing a cash collateral, profit retention, and 
third-party guarantee. Credit enhancement could be structural credit enhance
ment, originator credit enhancement or third party credit enhancement. 

Credit Derivative - A derivative contract whereby one party tries to transfer 
to another the credit risk, or variation in returns on a credit asset, to another. 
See also Credit Default Swap, Credit Linked Note, Synthetic Assets. 
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Credit Linked Note - A note or debt security which allows the issuer to 
set-off the claims lUIder an embedded credit derivative contract from the 
interest, principal, or both, payable to the investor in such note. 

Cash Flow Waterfall - see waterfall. 

D 

Deferred Purchase Price - A device of credit enhancement where a part of 
the purchase price for the receivable payable by the Spy to the originator 
is retained by the SPY to serve as a cash collateral. 

De-recognition - In accolUlting sense, means putting an asset or liability off 
the balance sheet. In context of securitization, it relates to the de-recognition 
of assets securitized by the originator when they are sold for securitization. 
AccolUlting standards put up pre-conditions before a de-recognition is 
allowed. See also Sale Treatment, FAS 140, lAS 39. 

Default - A contractual default, for example, the failure to pay on the 
contracted date. In context of securitization transactions, a default will be 
declared on a hard bullet payment date, or on legal final maturity. In market 
parlance, default also includes where a security is rated with a default 
rating by the rating agencies. 

Defeasance - The prepayment of a liability by setting aside a flUId which at a 
certain rate of return will repay the liability. 

Delinquency - Failure to pay a debt when due. 
Detachment Point - A term used in connection with synthetic CDOs, means 

the point at which losses in a pool will cease to apply to the class of securi
ties in question. Contrast with Attachment Point. 

Direct Credit Substitute - In the sense in which bank regulators use it, it 
means forms of extending support to a client which is effectively an alter
native to direct lending. For example, an irrevocable guarantee or a letter of 
credit A direct credit substitute is converted into a credit equivalent for 
computation of risk-based capital. 

Discrete Trust - A trust or SPY that holds only such assets as are related to a 
particular securitization transaction, and would usually be co-terminus with 
the tenure of a particular issuance. Compare with a Master Trust. 

Diversity Score - In the context of CDOs, refers to a measure used by rating 
agency Moody's to indicate level of diversification of assets in a pool, by 
slotting the assets in the pool into different industry clusters, which are 
presumed to be mutually lUIcorrelated, and applying coefficients depend
ing on the number of assets in each industry cluster. 

Dollar Roll - The simultaneous sale and repurchase of a mortgage security, 

Duration -

with sale on one settlement date and the repurchase on another, in order to 
refinance the holding, is called a dollar roll. 

In fixed income investments, the weighted-average life of an 
investment. For instance, the duration of a 5-year bullet repaying bond is 
5 years, but if the bond is amortized, say, equally every year, the duration 
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will be the weighed average of the time for which the initial principal is 
outstanding. See also Average Life. 

Dynamic Pool - A pool the constituents of which will be varied over time, 
based on pre-fixed selection criteria. 

E 

Early Amortization Event - In case of reinstating asset securitizations that 
allow reinvestment of the cash flows by the SPV, an early amortization 
trigger will put an immediate end to the reinvestment period and will start 
amortizing the securities. Compare with Acceleration. 

Economic Capital - Capital computed under the internal risk assessment 
models of a bank or a financial intermediary, to cover the bank, in view of 
the probability distribution of losses out of an asset or pool of assets, against 
losses up to a particular level of confidence, that is, range of probabilities. 
Compare with Regulatory Capital. 

Eligibility Criteria - The criteria for selection of receivables which are to be 
assigned by the originator to the SPV. These are normally contained in the 
receivables sale agreement with a provision that a breach of the criteria 
would amount to breach of warranties by the originator, obliging the orig
inator to buy-back the receivables. 

Embedded Option - Is an option whose characteristics are implied but not 
explicitly specified. For example, the option to prepay a mortgage loan. 

Equipment Trust Certificate - Is a security which is collateralized by owner
ship of specific equipment, often capital in nature. Normally used in avia
tion revenues securitization, this would involve the ownership of the asset, 
e.g., aircraft, being transferred to the SPV which would issue certificates 
indicating beneficial ownership of the asset. The asset is leased out by the 
SPV to the aviation company normally under a full payout dry lease. 

Equitable Assignment - An assignment of receivables that does not complete 
the legal requirements for an assignment, for example, a formal stamped 
instrument, or a notice to obligors. English common law recognizes equi
table assignment as creating an equity between the assignor and the 
assignee, though it cannot have any standing in relation to either the 
obligor or any third parties. 

Equitable Mortgage - A mortgage which has not been completed in accor
dance with legal requirements - say, stamping, filing or registration. 
English common law permits recognition of interest of a mortgagee even if 
the mortgage is not duly completed in law. However, perfect legal claim in 
priority over rights of all others can be obtained only by a legal mortgage. 

Estate in Bankruptcy - Or bankruptcy estate, means the properties included 
in the properties of a bankrupt for the purposes of realisation and distribu
tion by an administrator or liquidator appointed by the bankruptcy court. 

Excess Spread - Refers to the excess of the income inherent in the portfolio of 
receivables, over and above the coupon payable to the investors and the 
expenses of the transaction. 
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Excess Servicing Fee - Refers to the excess of the coupon being earned on the 
collateral, over the servicing fee as well as the interest payable to investors. 

Expected Maturity - The time period within which, based on the cash flows 
expected from assets transferred to the issuer, the securities are expected to 
be fully paid off. However, the expected maturity is not the legal final 
maturity as the rating of the transaction is not based on repayment by the 
expected maturity. See also Hard Bullet, Soft Bullet. 

Extension Risk - The possibility that prepayments will be slower than an 
anticipated rate, causing later-than-expected return of principal. This usually 
occurs during times of rising interest rates. Opposite of Prepayment Risk. 

External Credit Enhancement - Credit enhancement that is provided by 
enhancers other than the originator or investors by way of subordination. For 
example, a guarantee by a monoline insurer or a letter of credit from a bank. 

F 

Facility - In banking parlance, means the arrangement with a borrower to 
provide a particular kind of credit support to the borrower. 

FAS 140 - Is the U.S. accoilllting standard on accoilllting for transfer of finan
cial assets in a securitization transaction. 

FASIT - Financial assets investment securitization trust. A U.S. tax vehicle 
that can treat certain interests as debt classes and hence aim at a tax neutral 
securitization vehicle. FASIT provisions have since been made dormant. 

Fast-pay Structure - A structure that allows for allocation of the principal 
collections to certain classes, usually senior classes, such that that class 
amortizes faster than other classes. Compare with Slow-pay Structure, 
Sequential Payment Structure. 

FICO Scores - A credit score given by one of the well known consumer credit 
scoring companies, Fair Isaacs and Company. 

FIN 46 or FIN 46R - A U.S. accoilllting interpretation where the accoilllts of 
certain SPVs, called variable interest entities, are to be consolidated based 
on the holding of variable interest in the entity rather than voting right or 
equity. 

Financing Treatment - A securitization transaction is said to have been given 
a finanCing treatment when it is treated as a financial transaction either for 
legal, tax or accoilllting purposes. Compare with True Sale Treatment. 

First-loss Risk - If the risks in a portfolio of assets are structured into several 
classes, the first-loss risk to a certain extent is borne by a particular class 
before it can affect any other class. The first-loss class must be fully wiped 
off first, and then the loss affects other classes. The first-loss class is compa
rable to equity in a business and provides credit support to the other 
classes. 

Fixed Allocation Percentage - In any revolving asset securitizations, refers to 
the fixed proportion in which principal collected every period will be allo
cated to amortize the outstanding investment of the investors, and the 
amoilllt released to acquire new assets or reinvested otherwise. 
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Fonds Commun de Creance (FCC) - Securitization vehicles as known W1der 

French law. 


Foreclosure - The exercise by an owner or secured creditor of the right to treat 

a facility as having been defaulted by the obligor and foreclosing the same, 

while exercising the rights available under the agreement to recover the 

outstanding sums. For example, in context of mortgages, the seizure of the 

mortgaged property; in case of leases, the repossession of leased property. 


FRS 5 - The u.K. accoW1ting standard on accoW1ting for substance of trans
actions; has a specific section dealing with securitization. 

Fund of Funds - See Collateralized Fund Obligations. 
Future Flows Securitization - Refers to securitization of receivables that do 

not exist; that will arise over time. 

G 

Grantor Trust - A U.S. tax-transparent trust that is a passive non-business 
entity, normally used in pass-through securitization; a non-discretionary 
pass-through device that transfers fractional beneficial interest to the 
investors and does no more than simply allocate the receivables among the 
investors. 

Green - Is a mortgage-backed securities term that indicates mortgages which 
are not seasoned yet. Typically, a mortgage that is less than 30 months old 
is considered green. 

Gross WAC - See under WAC 
Guarantee Fee - Generally, the fee any guarantor charges for guaranteeing 

obligations. In pass-through language, it refers to the fee the agencies 
charge for their guarantee and securitization fW1ction. 

Guaranteed Investment Contract - A contract guaranteeing a particular rate 
of return on investments. 

H 

Hair Cut - In context of capital adequacy requirements, means the extent of 
marginal capital needed for a particular asset. For example, the haircut for 
a regular loan given by bank is 8%; in case of lower risk-weighted assets, 
the haircut is lesser. 

Hard Bullet - In case of a bullet payment structure, if the repayment date is 
firm and the rating agency rates the ability of the issuer to redeem the secu
rity on such agreed date, the security is said to be hard bullet. Compare 
with Soft Bullet. The comparison is the similar to expected maturity and 
final maturity in case of non-bullet structures. 

Home Equity Loans - A loan granted based on the "equity" a home owner has 
built into his owned house, i.e., the excess of the market value of the house 
over the loans already taken. Typically, the home equity lender takes a 
secondary charge over the house if already mortgaged to a primary lender. 
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Interest Coverage Test - A coverage ratio in a CDO whereby the interest 
receivable on the assets of the COO must cover the interest payable on the 
rated liabilities (or a particular class of liabilities) by a certain ratio, or 
otherwise the COO will be required to reduce its liabilities to be compliant 
with the said coverage ratio. See also Over-collateralization Ratio. 

Interest Only - If the cash flow in a pool is stripped by principal and interest 
separation, securities based on or backed by the interest flows are called 
Interest Only or lOs. Compared with Principal Only. 

10 - See Interest Only. 
Internal Credit Enhancement - Credit enhancements by the structure of the 

transaction rather than by any originator or external support. 
IRB Approach - Internal Ratings based approach to computing capital. A 

term used under Basle II to compute capital based on internal rating, as 
opposed to ratings assigned by external rating agencies, to a particular asset 
or a pool. 

Issuer -In context of securitizations, refers to the SPV which issues the secu
rities to the investors. 

Junior Bonds - Bonds which are subordinated to senior bonds. 
Jumbo Mortgage Loan - A big size residential mortgage loan that otherwise 

complies with the conforming conditions of the agencies, but disqualifies 
because of its size. Jumbo loans are securitized in the private label market. 
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Legal Final Maturity  The final maturity by which a security must be repaid 
to avoid a default of the contractual obligation. Typically, in securitization 
transactions, the legal maturity is set at some months after the expected 
maturity to allow for delinquent assets to payoff and to avoid contractual 
default which can lead to winding up of the transaction. 

Lifting or Piercing the Corporate Veil - See under Consolidation. 
Limited Recourse - The right of recourse limited to a particular amount or 

a particular extent. For example, in a securitization transaction, the right 
of recourse being limited to the over-cofIateralization or cash collateral 
placed by the originator is a case of a limited recourse. 

Linked Presentation  A provision under U.K. Accounting standard FRS 5 
requiring the amount of securitized assets being netted off by the amount 
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raised by selling them off, instead of removing the assets from the balance 
sheet. If the maximum loss the originator can suffer can be demonstrated to 
be capped, the securitization qualifies for a linked presentation. 

Liquidity Facility - Refers to a short-term liquidity or overdraft facility 
granted by a bank (or, sometimes, the originator) to an SPV to meet the 
short-term funding gaps and payoff its securities. Liquidity facilities can 
sometimes be sui:;>stantial and can be the sole basis of redemption of securi
ties - for example, in case of ABCP Conduits. 

Loan to Value Ratio - In case of asset-based lending, means the amount of 
loan as a percent of the value of the asset on which the loan is secured. 

LTV - See Loan to Value Ratio. 

M 

Master Trust - A common pot into which a large amount of receivables is 
thrown by the originator, much larger than the value of the receivables 
being securitized, and the trust in tum creates an investor interest (value of 
receivables being securitized) and seller interest (the remaining, fluctuating 
part of the pot). This allows for the repayment pattern of the securities to be 
unconnected with the payback period of specific receivables. Compare with 
a Discrete Trust. 

MBS - See Mortgage-backed Securities. 
Medium-Term Note - A fixed income market term implying securities offered 

by an investor for various maturities ranging from a year to several years. 
Mezzanine Bonds - Bonds that rank after senior bonds in priority, but before 

junior bonds. 
Monoline Insurer - An insurer writing only a single line of insurance 

contracts, mostly credit insurance. 
Mortgage-backed Securities (MBS) - Is a broad term that encompasses secu

rities carved out of receivables backed by mortgage loans. MBS are further 
classified into residential mortgage-backed securities and commercial 
mortgage-backed securities. 

Mortgage Bonds - See pfandbrief. 
Multi-Seller Conduit - A conduit where assets are sold by multiple sellers, 

are consolidated at the conduit level and then securitized. 

N 

Negative Amortization - A term in mortgage funding (or any other asset
backed funding) where total collections from the obligor during a period 
are les than interest accrued, leading to a negative recovery of principal, 
that is, an inherent accretion to or reinvestment of principal. 

Non-petition Undertaking - An undertaking obtained from the persons pro
viding any services to an SPV that said person shall not file a petition for 
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Originator Credit Enhancement - Refers to credit enhancement provided by 
the originator, such as cash collateral, over-collateralization,. 

Orphan Company - A company which has no identifiable shareholder/ 
owners - e.g., an Spy owned by a charitable trust. A device normally used 
to avoid consolidation of the Spy with any entity. 

Over-collateralization - A method of credit enhancement in a securitization 
transaction where the originator transfers an extra collateral to the Spy to 
serve as security in the event of delinquencies . 

Over-collateralization Test - A coverage ratio required to be maintained in a 
CDO transaction, whereby the par value of assets of the COO must at all 
times cover the rated liabilities (or a certain class of rated liability) by a 
certain ratio, or otherwise, the COO will be obliged to reduce its liabilities to 
be compliant with the said coverage ratio. See also Interest Coverage Test. 
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bankruptcy of the Spy until the investors in the Spy have been paid off. 
A feature required to ensure that the Spy is bankruptcy remote. 

Novation - A term in English law mearling the substitution of one party to a con
tract by another, with the consent of the other contracting party. For example, 
A and B have a contract, and now A wants to transfer his rights and obliga
tions under the contract with the sanction of C - this is a case of novation. 
Novation is required where A wants to transfer both the rights and obligations 
under the contract. Compare with Assignment. Also see Sub-participation. 

o 
OAS - See Option Adjusted Spread 
Obligor - The debtor from whom the originator has right to receivables. 
Obligor Notification - Giving of notice to obligors that the receivables have 

been assigned to the transferee. Usually obligor notification is reserved to 
be done only in emergencies. See also Equitable Transfer. 

OC Test - See Over-collateralization Test. 
Off Balance Sheet - A debt or asset which does not show up on the balance 

sheet of the entity that originated the asset or debt. In a securitization trans
action, if the transaction qualifies for a sale treatment, the assets transferred 
by the originator are off the balance sheet of the originator, and so is the 
amount received on account of such transfer. 

Option-adjusted Spread - As asset-backed inveshnents have an inherent 
callability risk, there is an option embedded to prepay the instrument. 
Option adjusted spread looks at the spread of an inveshnent after deduct
ing the spread attributed to the optionality. The spread related to the option 
is computed by standard option pricing methods. 

Originator - The entity assigning receivables in a securitization transaction. 
Originator Advances - A liquidity facility provided by an originator to a 

securitization transaction where the originator pays a certain month(s)'s 
expected collections by way of an advance and later appropriates the actual 
collections to reimburse himself. 
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p 

P&I - Are principal and income payments or principal and interest. Compare 
with Principal Only, Interest Only. 

PAC - See Planned Amortization Class Security. 
PAC POs - Are Principal Only issues which are predicated on a predeter

mined PAC prepayment schedule, range, or collar. 
Pass Through - Refers to the securitization structure where the SPY makes 

payments, or rather, passes payments to the investors, on the same periods, 
and subject to the same fluctuations, as are there in the actual receivables. 
That is to say, amount collected every month is passed through to investors, 
after deducting fees and expenses. Compare with Pay Through. 

Pass-through Rate - The rate of coupon inherent in the pool, minus the 
expenses and the servicing fee, which is passed on to the investors. 

Pay Through - A securitization structure where the payments used by the 
issuer to payoff the investors on a certain pre-fixed maturity and pattern, 
not reflective of the payback behavior of the receivables. Obviously, 
during the intervening periods, the SPY reinvests the receivables, mostly 
in passive and pre-programmed modes of investment. 

Pfandbrief - A German traditional secondary market mortgage product 
where the investor is granted rights against the issuer as also against the 
underlying mortgage. Comparable instruments are generically known as 
covered bonds or mortgage bonds. 

Planned Amortization Class - Is a class of securities which has a planned 
amortization schedule, so that the cash flows emanating from the assets are 
used to pay-off such class as per the schedule, and the remaining cash flows 
are diverted to a support class. The plaIU1ed class is not affected by prepay
ments or delayed payments which are absorbed by the support class. 

PO - See Principal Only. 
Pool Policy - An insurance policy that covers losses sustained on a pool of 

mortgage loans. 
Pool - Portfolio of assets, that is, the collateral, backing up a securitization 

transaction. 
Pool Factor - The percentage of the original outstanding of a pool that 

remains outstanding on a particular date. 
Pooling and Servicing Agreement - The agreement between the originator 

and the transferee setting out the conditions on which the pool of receiv
ables will be originated and pooled, and how it would be serviced. 

Prepayment - Making of payments by the obligor ahead of the schedule fixed 
by the origination agreement, for example, the loan agreement. 

Prepayment Rate - The rate at which prepayment takes place in a pool, 
measured by certain standard models, such as BMA model or the PSA model. 

Prepayment Risk - Is the risk of loss of interest due to prepayments by a 
borrower. The Spy may either pass through the prepaid amounts to investors 
thus resulting in faster payment of principal than expected, and reduced 
income over time, or if the Spy were to reinvest this money, the reinvestment 
does not produce the rate of return as in the underlying receivables. Hence, 
prepayment is viewed as a risk in securitization. See also Extension Risk. 
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Principal Only - Similar to Interest Only. 
Private Label Securities - RMBS issued other than through the agencies. 
Profit Extraction - The extraction of the originator's spread in the securitiza

tion transaction, that is, the excess of the underlying rate of return in the 
receivables over the weighted-average coupon at whlch the Spy issues the 
liabilities. Usually, the originator does not receive the whole of this profit 
upfront but uses one or more devices to extract the profit, such as servicing 
fees, retained interests, residual interests. 

PSA Prepayment - A measure of the rate of prepayment of mortgage loans 
developed by the Public Securities Association. Tills model represents an 
assumed rate of prepayment each month of the then-outstanding principal 
balance of a pool of new mortgage loans. A 100% PSA assumes prepayment 
rates of 0.2% per annum of the then unpaid principal balance of mortgage 
loans in the first month after origination and an increase of an additional 
0.2% per annum in each month thereafter (for example, 0.4% per annum in 
the second month) until the 30th month. Beginning in the 30th month and 
in each month thereafter, 100% PSA assumes a constant annual prepayment 
rate (CPR) of 6 percent. Multiples are calculated from this prepayment rate; 
for example, 150% PSA assumes annual prepayment rates will be 0.3% in 
month one, 0.6% in month two, reaching 9 % in month 30, and remaining 
constant at 9% thereafter. A zero% PSA assumes no prepayments. 

Q 

Qualifying Spy - A term under FAS 140 setting conditions for an Spy to 
qualify under the standard. If the transfer of assets is made to a qualifying 
SPY, the latter does not come for consolidation with the transferor. Besides, 
if the transferee is not a qualifying SPY, the transferee must be free to sell 
or pledge the assets. 

Ramp-up Period - In case of arbitrage transactions, after the issuance of the 
securities, the collateral manager takes some time before the intended size 
of the portfolio is fully acquired or ramped up. The time taken to acquire 
the required size of the portfolio is called the ramp-up time. 

RAP - Regulatory accounting practices. Refers to treatment of assets or off
balance sheet exposures for the purposes of computing required regulatory 
capital by banking regulators. Since regulatory motives are different, there 
are certain differences between accounting for assets under GAAP and 
RAP. 

Real Estate Investment Trust - Is a special structure that holds real proper
ties. These properties can be apartments, shopping malls, office buildings or 
other acceptable real assets. There are often tax rules applicable to such 
structures - for example, that the trust must distribute 95% of its income to 
the shareholders in order to qualify for special tax treatment. 
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Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit - Is a U.s. tax vehicle for securiti
zation of mortgage-backed receivables. 

Receivables Sale Agreement - The agreement under which the originator 
sells the receivables to the SPV. 

Re-characterization - Generally refers to the action of a judiciary in ignoring the 
legal form of a transaction and treating it as what the Court regards is the true 
nature of the agreement. In the context of securitization, it refers to the treat
ment of a securitizatibn not as true sale but as financing transaction. 

Recourse - The ability of an investor/purchaser to seek payment against an 
investment to the originator of the investment. For example, in a securitiza
tion transaction, the right of the investor to seek payment from the originator. 

Regulatory Arbitrage - Ability of banks to bring down their regulatory capi
tal requirements without any substantial reduction in real risks inherent in 
the portfolio - for example, a securitization deal where the economic risks 
of the portfolio have been substantively retained. 

Regulatory Capital- Is the amount of capital required by banking regulators as 
the minimum capital - under current norms, the capital requirements are 
based on credit risk and market risk. The computation in either case is based 
on the risk-weighted value of on-balance sheet and off-balance sheet assets of 
banks applying certain pre-defined risk weights. See also Economic Capital. 

Regulatory Capital Relief - The extent to which the regulatory capital 
requirements of a bank/financial intermediary get reduced due to securiti
zation of assets. 

REIT - See Real Estate Investment Trust. 
Reinstating Assets - Refers to securitization structures where there is a rein

vestment period during which the assets which are collected or amortized 
will be reinstated by further sales by the originator. 

Reinvestment Period - The period during which the cash flows accruing to 
the SPV are reinvested in buying assets as per the terms of the scheme. 
Usually, the assets may be bought from the originator or, in case of arbi
trage transactions, may be bought from the market. 

REMIC - See Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit. 
Replenishment - In revolving asset securitizations, refers to the use of the 

cash receipts to acquire fresh receivables in lieu of those paid off, instead of 
for amortizing the principal outstanding. 

Resecuritization - A securitization deal where investments in other securiti
zation transactions or structured products is securitized again. That is to 
say, securitization of investments in securitization transactions. 

Residual Interest - Usually the originator agrees to a profit retention in a 
securitization transaction, and the retained profit is captured using one or 
more devices close to the wind-down of the transaction. This is called resid
uary interest. 

Retained Interest - Any risks/rewards retained by the originator in a securi
tization transaction - for example, service fees, any retailed interest strip. 

Reverse Mortgage Loan - A mortgage loan given based on the value of a 
house to an elderly person; normally provides for payments to be made by 
the lender over a certain time, say, during the lifetime of the individual, and 
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thereafter, the house to be taken over the by the mortgage lender. Called 

reverse mortgage since regular payments are released by the lender over a 

period. 


Revolving Assets Securitization - Securitization of assets which have very 
short payback periods, such as credit cards, so that, when the receivables are 
paid off, the amourtt is utilised for replenishment by acquiring fresh receiv
ables rather than for amortization of the investment. Also refers to securiti
zation of revolving credits, where the credit is of a revolving nature - such as 
in case of credit cards, home equity credits. Most revolving asset securitiza
tions will have a reinstating structure. 

Rule 3a-7 - A rule of the SEC in U.s. granting exemption to Spy from being 
regulated urtder the Investment Company Act, 1940. 

s 
Sale Treatment - In accourtting standards for securitization, recognition of a 

securitization transaction as a sale of receivables would lead to recognition 
of upfront income (or losses) on the assignment, de-recognition of the 
assets and the corresponding liability. Compare with Financing Treatment. 

Scheduled Amortization - See urtder Amortization, also see Scheduled 
Principal, Scheduled Interest. 

Scheduled Principal - Is the principal repayment inherent in periodic instal
ments as per the schedule of payments. This is usually modified by apply
ing a prepayment rate to project the cash flows of the investor. See also 
Amortization. 

"Schuldschein" or "Schuldscheindarlehen" - German credit lirtked notes. 
SDA Model- See urtder Standard Default Assumption. 
Seasoned - Assets which have been on the books of the originator for some 

time before they are considered for securitization, thus giving the benefit of 
retrospect. Contrast with Green. 

Securitization - Is the process whereby assets, usually financial assets, are 
converted into marketable securities by transferring them to a vehicle Spy 
which in tum issues such securities either representing beneficial interest in 
such financial assets, or securities whose repayment is solely backed by 
such firtancial assets. 

SeniorlJunior - Senior securities are those which rartk prior to the claims of the 
junior securities in terms of cash flows as well as on liquidation of the SPY. 

Senior - Is a class of securities which have high or the highest claim against a 
borrower or assets of the borrower. Often they are secured or collateralized, 
or have a prior claim against the assets. 

Sequential Payment Structure - A payment structure where the cash flows 
collected are paid sequentially to the various classes, i.e., first to the senior
most class, and after retiring it fully, to the second class and so on. 

Servicer - In a securitization transaction, refers to the entity that would con
tinue to collect the receivables, service the obligors. Normally, the origina
tor is also the servicer. See also Back-up Servicer. 
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Servicer Advances - Similar to Originator Advances. 
Servicing Fees - The fees payable to the servicer for servicing the transaction. 
Set-off - Generally, the right to offset a payable against a receivable. In con

text of securitizations, most refers to the right of the obligor to deduct an 
amount that the originator owes to rum, from the amount he owes to the 
originator. Normally, the receivables sale agreement would contam a 
warranty that there is not right of set-off with the obligor. 

SIC 12 - An accounting interpretation by the International Accounting 
Standards Board whereby SPVs wruch are supported or credit-enhanced 
by the originator are to be treated as quasi-subsidiaries of the originator 
and hence consolidated with the originator. 

Slow-pay Structure - Contrast with Fast Pay Structure. 
Soft-bullet Structure - In case of a bullet payment structure, if the repayment 

date is an expected date but not firm and final date, the rating agency is not 
concerned with the ability of the issuer to redeem the security on such 
agreed date, the security is said to have a soft bullet maturity. Compare with 
Hard Bullet. The comparison is the similar to expected maturity and final 
maturity in case of non-bullet structures. 

SPC - An SPV organised as a company. 

SPE - See Special Purpose Entity - same as Special Purpose Vehicle. 

Special Purpose Entity - Same as Special Purpose Vehicle. 

Special Purpose Vehicle - Is a legal entity formed with the special purpose of 


acquiring and holding certain assets for the sole benefit of investors in such 
verucle, such that the investors have acquired nothing but such specific 
assets. The verucle has no other assets, and no other obligations, and is con
tractually and constitutionally debarred from acquiring any other assets, 
interests or obligations. 

Sponsor - With reference to a conduit, the entity that sponsors and runs the 
conduit. 

SPV - See Special Purpose Vehicle. 
Standard Default Assumption - The standard default assumption by the 

Bond Market Association with takes defaults in mortgage pools to be lin
early increasing up to a particular level and then decreasing to the maturity 
of the pool. 

Stated Maturity - See Legal Final Maturity. 
Static Pool - Where the components of a pool will not be changed over time; 

contrariwise, it is called a dynamic pool. 
Stress Testing - A process of altering, unfavourably, the key assumptions 

underlying a portfolio to see if the portfolio would sustain situations of 
stress. The amount of stress applied differs based on the target rating. 

Strips - Same as Stripped Mortgage-backed Securities. 
Stripped Mortgage-backed Securities - Are securities wruch are con

structed from MBS pass-throughs. Essentially, these securities strip the 
cash flow stream into a separate interest only (10) and principal only 
(PO) securities. 

Structural Credit Enhancement - A technique of credit enhancement by cre
ation of senior and junior securities, thereby enhancing the credit rating of 
the senior securities. 
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Structured Investment Vehicle (SIV) - An arbitrage vehicle that issues both 
corrunercial paper and medium term notes to fund its assets. 

Structured Products - In general, refers to the securities created by securiti
za tion process. 

Structured Product COO - A COO that primarily will invest in structured 
products such as RMBS, CMBS or ABS. 

Sub-participation - A technique used mostly by bankers to allow several other 
banks to share the risks and the returns of a financial transaction, including 
the funding of the transaction. The principal contract between the originat
ing bank and the borrower remains unaffected, the sub-participation a 
contract between the participating banks and the originating bank. 

Subordinated - Is a class of securities which have lower priority or claim 
against a borrower. Typically, these are unsecured obligations. They are also 
called Junior notes and bonds. This compares to Senior securities. 

Substantive Consolidation - See under Consolidation. 
Substitute Servicer - See Back-up Servicer. 
Support Class - Is a bond engineered to counterbalance or uphold Planned 

Amortization Class, Targeted Amortization Class or other superior bonds 
in a deal. Also, referred to as a Companion Bond. 

Synthetic Asset - Where the risks and rewards in an asset or portfolio of 
assets are acquired while not buying such asset or portfolio, but by a credit 
derivatives transaction, the asset is said to be synthetically acquired, and 
therefore, is said to be a synthetic asset. 

Synthetic COO - A COO that "invests" primarily in synthetic assets -that 
is, builds up a position of risks/rewards on assets by credit derivatives 
transactions. 

T 

TAC - Is a Targeted Amortization Class security. 
Targeted Amortization Class - Similar to a planned amortization class but 

usually is subordinated to Planned Amortization Class bonds but superior 
to other tranches. 

Tax Transparent Entity - An entity which is not taxed either in representative 
capacity or in its own capacity as a tax paying entity, but the tax is levied on 
the participants in the entity based on their share of income in the entity. See 
also Grantor Trusts . 

Third Party Credit Enhancement - A credit enhancement provided in a secu
ritization transaction by third party guarantees, such as bank letter of credit, 
or monoline insurance contracts. 

Tranche - Is the piece, portion or slice of a deal or structured financing. The 
risks shared by different tranches in terms of losses, sequential payment of 
the cash flows, etc are different. Obviously, therefore, the coupon on differ
ent tranches is also different. 

Trigger Event - An event that will lead to an acceleration or early amortization. 
Trophy Asset - Applied in context of commercial mortgage transaction, 

where one of the properties is a highly reputed property, hence, a "trophy". 
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True Sale - While every securitization involves a sale of financial assets by the 
originator, such sale may at times be treated as a financing transaction as 
the originator does not divest himself of continued association or credit 
support to such transferred assets. If the sale is so structured that for legal 
or tax purposes, it will be respected as a sale, it is a true sale. See also Sale 
Treatment, Re-characterisation. 

u 
Unwinding of Transfers - A bankruptcy code provision that allows a Court 

to annul the transfers of assets made a certain time, say six months, prior to 
bankruptcy. 

v 
Variable Interest Entity (VIE) - A term used under the u.s. accounting inter

pretation FIN 46R to refer to those entities that have a residual interest 
other than equity. Consolidation, for accounting purposes, of such entities 
is done on the basis of such variable or residual interest, rather than voting 
capital as in the case of other entities. 

w 
WAC - See Weighted-Average Coupon. 
Waterfall - The manner of allocation and appropriation of the cash flows of 

the SPV, in a certain order of priorities. 
Weighted-Average Coupon (WAC) - The weighted average of the coupon 

payable on the various liabilities of the issuer. In pass-through jargon, the 
term refers to the weighted average coupon of the underlying mortgages in 
the pool. The gross WAC refers to the gross coupon in the pool, while the net 
WAC is the gross WAC after netting off guarantee fees and servicing fees. 

Weighted-Average Foreclosure Frequency (WAFF) - The default rate, that is, 
the foreclosure frequency on a weighted average basis for the pool. 

Weighted-Average Maturity (WAM) - In case of securities which are amortized 
over time, the weighted average maturity is the duration of the securities, that 
is, the outstandings at different points of time, weighted based on the period 
for which they remain outstanding. In context of mortgages, also used to refer 
to the weighted average of the remaining maturities of a mortgage pool. 

Weighted-Average Loss Severity (WALS) - Loss severity is the loss suffered if 
an asset defaults, that is, one minus the recovery rate; when this is computed 
on a weighted average basis for the pool, we have the WALS. 

Whole Loan - As compared to pass-through refers to the whole of a loan, and 
a fractional interest as a pass through. When whole mortgage loans are 
traded in the market without securitization, it is a whole loan. 
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